


Unauthorised commercial  
propagation or any sale, 
conditioning, export, import or 
stocking of propagating material of 
this variety is an infringement under 
the Plant Breeders Rights Act 1994. 

Wear gloves and 
wash hands after 

gardening.

Agapanthus ‘Summer Gold’A
Agapanthus africanus  HINAG

Key BenefitS 

Agapanthus ‘Summer Gold’A is one of the most outstanding plants we have 
introduced in recent years. Outstanding in leaf texture and colour ‘Summer 
Gold’A is well suited to garden pots in sunnier positions in your garden. 
Agapanthus are one of the most versatile of garden plants and are grown in 
gardens in many areas of the world. ‘Summer Gold’A has lovely strap like 
heavily variegated leaves, pale yellow with a green centre make this Agapanthus 
as handsome out of flower as in. As a potted subject ‘Summer Gold’A does a 
superb job, looking the same outstanding plant every day of the year. The mid-
blue to purple flower heads stand up to 40cm above the plants and make a fine 
addition to the overall effect.

OriGin 

‘Summer Gold’A was developed in Japan as a breeding break from Agapanthus 
africanus self-hybrids.  Barry Yinger who was involved with its introduction to 
the nursery industry asked Hines Nursery, well known in the west coast Nursery 
Industry in California to market the plant for the breeder worldwide. We were 
offered the plant as growers for our country.  We were able to pick up our order 
of the new plants from their nursery on the way back from one of our trips to the 
USA. Naturally they went into quarantine for the specified time. They have been 
growing in our research area since 2003.

USeS 

‘Summer Gold’A is by nature slow growing so has taken us many years 
to multiply as all propagation is done by division because of the high leaf 
variegation. Tissue culture did not work out as the plant has very little 
chlorophyll in the leaves so plantlets just fade away. We know we can 
recommend planting in garden containers for best results. We have grown them 
in pots over the years since we first received plants for the U.S.A. If you want 
to plant out in a garden situation good drainage is essential and keeping soil 
moisture available is necessary.

CAre 

Planted into a garden container ‘Summer Gold’A is easy to grow with a 
minimum of fuss. Pests and diseases are minimal problems. Use the best potting 
media you can buy and add some slow release fertiliser. They grow and flower 
best in positions where some break from the full sun is provided.  In most cases 
the use of a general fertiliser sparingly applied  two or three times a year to 
keep the plant growing to its best potential is beneficial. As the plant grows 
and fills the container you may decide to divide it and make new plants. Do 
this operation in early spring and/or early autumn. Do it by removing the plant 
from the pot and use a simple division of the plant by removing part of the 
roots by cutting through the soil ball. Then divide the plant into several pieces 
making sure that none of the divisions are too small. Trim the leaves to make 
the plant tidy and then pot the plants into their individual containers. Put in a 
semi-sheltered open area till they show some new growth when you can replant 
them as desired.

Really this is a plant to fall in love with and as it earns a place in your heart 
remember that ‘Summer Gold’A is another super selection from the team at 
Aussie Winners.

Full Sun/ Part Shade

Good potting media
or good well drained 

garden soil

Keep Plants Mulched 
And Water During Dry 

Periods


